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NOTES AND NOTICES
Literature and Aesthetics is now in its second full year of bi-annual
production, thanks to the generous support of the University of
Sydney Chancellor's Committee. The full notes and notices for the
SSLA and ANZALA will henceforth appear in the second issue of
each year. Notices of seminars and conferences planned for the
coming year will appear in the first issue each year. I'd like to thank
Catherine Runcie, Will Christie, Heather Johnson, David Brooks
and John Bacon for all their help and support wit h the SSLA. I'd also
like to thank Deborah Walker for her help with ANZALA, the
Australia and New Zealand Association for Literature (md Aesthetics. And
for their help with the production of Literature and Aesthetics I'd like
to thank Melissa McMahon, Kate Griffiths, and Rowanne Couch.
Eugenio Benitez
President, 55LA
Notes tlnd No/ices
SSLA CALENDAR 2004
April?, 2004
Associate Professor Ahmad Shboul AM (Department of Arabic and
Islamic Studies, The University of Sydney), "On the Aesthetics of
Place in Classical Arabic Poetry"
June2, 2004
Dr. David Macarthur (Department of Philosophy, The University of
Sydney), "Philosophy as Architecture: The Case of Wittgenstein"
June 16-June 18,2004
THE CONFERLNCE OF THE SYf):-It:Y SOUETY OF LITERATl;RF. A~f)
AESTIIETICS, 1:-1 ArFlI.IATIO:-l WITH THL AUSTKAI.IA,\j A:-If) NEW
ZEAI.A:-ID ASSUUATIO:-l FOR I.ITFKAILiRF. AND AESTHFTICS.
Participants include: Or Paolo Bartoloni, Hamish McDougall,
Or James Tulip, Tara Forrest, Or Morgan Thomas, Janelle Ravine,
Sean Gurd, Or Jean-Philippe Deranty, Dr Alistair Rolls, Phillip
Quadrio, Or Catharine Abell and Chris DantJ.
September 29-0ctober 1,2004
TilE PAn I· I\. RL\l CO\iFnn.Ncr 1:-1 TKANSCLLlL'I(AJ. AFSTllrTICS
Organised by SSLA and ANZALA, in honour of Professor Grazia
Marchiano, University of Siena (Arezzo).
Participants include: Professor Grazia Marchiano, Dr Liberato
Santoro-Brienza, Or Rick Benitez, Derek Allan, Professor Richard
Woodfield, Or Mazar Hussain, Patrick Hutchings, Or Ross Bowden,
Professor Keijuro Suga, Or Fuminori Akiba, Dr Bahatunde LawaJ,
Or Yoneyama Masaru, Michael Turner, Lesley Kinney, Professor
Peter Wilson, Or Sondra Bacharach, Dr Dcbor3h Walker, Archibald
McKenzie and Hoyo Ockinga.
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